Date

Time

Program

Synopsis
An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin to
investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a
missing list of double agents.

01/09/18

01/09/18

00:30:00 ATOMIC BLONDE

02:25:00 BRAIN ON FIRE

A rising journalist mysteriously starts having seizures
and hearing voices. Following a series of outbursts
and misdiagnoses, she’s given some hope to rebuild
her life.
A widowed child psychologist becomes convinced that
the ghost of her young patient is haunting her and her
bedridden son.

01/09/18

04:00:00 SHUT IN
A British-Caribbean dictator flees his island nation and
seeks refuge and hides with a rebellious teenage girl
in suburban America.

01/09/18

05:35:00 DEAR DICTATOR
The story of a teenage boy, his mother, and two other
women who help raise him among the love and
freedom of Southern California of 1979.

01/09/18

01/09/18

07:10:00 20TH CENTURY WOMEN

HANSEL & GRETEL: WITCH
09:10:00 HUNTERS

Hansel and Gretel are bounty hunters who track and
kill witches all over the world. As the fabled Blood
Moon approaches, the siblings encounter a new form
of evil.
When Tony Stark's world is torn apart by a formidable
terrorist called the Mandarin, he starts an odyssey of
rebuilding and retribution.

01/09/18

01/09/18

10:45:00 IRON MAN 3
PIRATES OF THE
CARIBBEAN: SALAZAR'S
13:00:00 REVENGE

Captain Jack Sparrow searches for the trident of
Poseidon after a crew of deadly ghost sailors escape
from the Devil’s Triangle bent on killing every pirate at
sea – notably Jack!
When Tony Stark tries to jumpstart a peacekeeping
computer program, things go awry and now Earth’s
Mightiest Heroes are put to the ultimate test.

01/09/18

01/09/18

15:15:00 AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON

ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS
17:40:00 STORY

The Rebel Alliance makes a risky move to steal the
plans for the Death Star, setting up the epic saga to
follow.

Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.
01/09/18

20:00:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
An animated princess is banished by an evil queen
and finds herself in the real streets of Manhattan.

01/09/18

22:35:00 ENCHANTED
Thor race against time to return to Asgard and stop
Ragnarök, the destruction of his world, at the hands
villain Hela.

02/09/18

02/09/18

02/09/18

02/09/18

02/09/18

00:30:00 THOR: RAGNAROK

02:45:00 TAKEN HEART

When her daughter is kidnapped in Belize and held
hostage to be used for human organ trafficking, Kate
Johnson goes on a crusade to infiltrate the cartel and
rescue her.

04:20:00 JUNGLE

An enthusiastic adventurer follows his dreams into the
Amazon jungle with two friends and a guide with a
mysterious past. However, their journey quickly
becomes a terrifying ordeal.

06:20:00 POWER RANGERS

Five ordinary high school kids must become
something extraordinary when they learn that their
small town of Angel Grove is on the verge of being
obliterated by an alien threat.

ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS
08:25:00 STORY

The Rebel Alliance makes a risky move to steal the
plans for the Death Star, setting up the epic saga to
follow.
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.

02/09/18

02/09/18

10:45:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI

13:20:00 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN

After Peter Parker is bitten by a genetically altered
spider, he gains newfound, spider-like powers and
ventures out to solve the mystery of his parent's
mysterious death.
When New York is put under siege by Oscorp, it is up
to Spider-Man to save the city he swore to protect as
well as his loved ones.

02/09/18

15:40:00 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2
An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin to
investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a
missing list of double agents.

02/09/18

02/09/18

18:05:00 ATOMIC BLONDE

20:00:00 CINDERELLA

Young Ella’s merchant father remarries following the
death of her mother. Eager to support her loving
father, she finds herself at the mercy of her jealous
and cruel new family.

An ordinary suburban couple finds it’s not easy
keeping up with the Joneses.
02/09/18

02/09/18

KEEPING UP WITH THE
21:50:00 JONESES
PIRATES OF THE
CARIBBEAN: SALAZAR'S
23:40:00 REVENGE

Captain Jack Sparrow searches for the trident of
Poseidon after a crew of deadly ghost sailors escape
from the Devil’s Triangle bent on killing every pirate at
sea – notably Jack!
Native American warrior Tonto recounts the untold
tales that transformed John Reid, a man of the law,
into a legend of justice.

03/09/18

01:50:00 THE LONE RANGER
A British-Caribbean dictator flees his island nation and
seeks refuge and hides with a rebellious teenage girl
in suburban America.

03/09/18

04:20:00 DEAR DICTATOR
A girl in a small town forms an unlikely bond with a
recently-paralyzed man she's taking care of.

03/09/18

05:55:00 ME BEFORE YOU

07:50:00 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN

After Peter Parker is bitten by a genetically altered
spider, he gains newfound, spider-like powers and
ventures out to solve the mystery of his parent's
mysterious death.

CONFESSIONS OF A
10:10:00 SHOPAHOLIC

Becky Bloomwood, who dreams to write for a highfashion magazine, lands a job writing a personal
finance column where she falls for her overworked yet
handsome boss.

03/09/18

12:00:00 CINDERELLA

Young Ella’s merchant father remarries following the
death of her mother. Eager to support her loving
father, she finds herself at the mercy of her jealous
and cruel new family.

03/09/18

ALEXANDER AND THE
TERRIBLE HORRIBLE NO
13:50:00 GOOD VERY BAD DAY

11-year-old Alexander experiences the most terrible
and horrible day of his young life, but he soon
discovers his entire family lived through their own
terrible – and hilarious – day.

03/09/18

03/09/18

Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.
03/09/18

15:20:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
A half-vampire, half-mortal man becomes a protector
of the mortal race, while slaying evil vampires.

03/09/18

17:55:00 BLADE
A victim of the Boston Marathon bombing in 2013
helps the police track down the killers while struggling
to recover from devastating trauma.

03/09/18

20:00:00 STRONGER

Native American warrior Tonto recounts the untold
tales that transformed John Reid, a man of the law,
into a legend of justice.
03/09/18

22:05:00 THE LONE RANGER
A widowed child psychologist becomes convinced that
the ghost of her young patient is haunting her and her
bedridden son.

04/09/18

00:35:00 SHUT IN
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.

04/09/18

02:10:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
Sofia Vergara and Whitney Cummings star in this
fresh, witty look at the science behind our romantic
missteps.

04/09/18

04/09/18

04:45:00 THE FEMALE BRAIN

HANSEL & GRETEL: WITCH
06:30:00 HUNTERS

Hansel and Gretel are bounty hunters who track and
kill witches all over the world. As the fabled Blood
Moon approaches, the siblings encounter a new form
of evil.
When New York is put under siege by Oscorp, it is up
to Spider-Man to save the city he swore to protect as
well as his loved ones.

04/09/18

08:05:00 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2
A tough-as-nails detective embarks on a relentless
pursuit to free his son from a nightmarish alien
warship.

04/09/18

10:30:00 BEYOND SKYLINE
An animated princess is banished by an evil queen
and finds herself in the real streets of Manhattan.

04/09/18

12:20:00 ENCHANTED
A victim of the Boston Marathon bombing in 2013
helps the police track down the killers while struggling
to recover from devastating trauma.

04/09/18

14:10:00 STRONGER
A holiday gathering threatens to go off the rails when
Ned realizes that his daughter's millionaire boyfriend
is about to pop the question.

04/09/18

04/09/18

16:15:00 WHY HIM?

18:10:00 CINDERELLA

Young Ella’s merchant father remarries following the
death of her mother. Eager to support her loving
father, she finds herself at the mercy of her jealous
and cruel new family.
Two car thieves are caught in the act of stealing from
a notorious crime boss and have one week to make
their escape.

04/09/18

20:00:00 OVERDRIVE

Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.
04/09/18

21:40:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
An amateur triathlete risks losing her family as she
falls into a psychological trap placed by her
controversial peak-performance trainer.

05/09/18

00:15:00 RUN TO ME
A half-vampire, half-mortal man becomes a protector
of the mortal race, while slaying evil vampires.

05/09/18

01:55:00 BLADE
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.

05/09/18

03:55:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin to
investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a
missing list of double agents.

05/09/18

06:30:00 ATOMIC BLONDE
A hotel handyman's life changes when the lavish
bedtime stories he tells his niece and nephew start to
magically come true.

05/09/18

08:25:00 BEDTIME STORIES
A holiday gathering threatens to go off the rails when
Ned realizes that his daughter's millionaire boyfriend
is about to pop the question.

05/09/18

10:10:00 WHY HIM?
Two car thieves are caught in the act of stealing from
a notorious crime boss and have one week to make
their escape.

05/09/18

12:00:00 OVERDRIVE
Native American warrior Tonto recounts the untold
tales that transformed John Reid, a man of the law,
into a legend of justice.

05/09/18

13:40:00 THE LONE RANGER
A tough-as-nails detective embarks on a relentless
pursuit to free his son from a nightmarish alien
warship.

05/09/18

16:15:00 BEYOND SKYLINE
A rat dreams of becoming a great chef despite his
family’s wishes and the obvious problem of being a rat
in a decidedly rodent-phobic profession.

05/09/18

18:05:00 RATATOUILLE
Average teenager Peter Parker is transformed into an
extraordinary super hero after he is accidentally bitten
by a radioactive spider.

05/09/18

20:00:00 SPIDER-MAN

05/09/18

06/09/18

PIRATES OF THE
CARIBBEAN: SALAZAR'S
22:05:00 REVENGE

00:20:00 WORLD WAR Z

Captain Jack Sparrow searches for the trident of
Poseidon after a crew of deadly ghost sailors escape
from the Devil’s Triangle bent on killing every pirate at
sea – notably Jack!
Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
A shy girl outcast by her peers and sheltered by her
deeply religious mother, who unleashes telekinetic
terror on her small town.

06/09/18

02:20:00 CARRIE
A victim of the Boston Marathon bombing in 2013
helps the police track down the killers while struggling
to recover from devastating trauma.

06/09/18

06/09/18

04:00:00 STRONGER

06:05:00 CINDERELLA

Young Ella’s merchant father remarries following the
death of her mother. Eager to support her loving
father, she finds herself at the mercy of her jealous
and cruel new family.
When a bank is hit by a brutal heist, all evidence
points to the owner and his high-powered clients.

06/09/18

07:55:00 MARAUDERS

06/09/18

PIRATES OF THE
CARIBBEAN: SALAZAR'S
09:45:00 REVENGE

Captain Jack Sparrow searches for the trident of
Poseidon after a crew of deadly ghost sailors escape
from the Devil’s Triangle bent on killing every pirate at
sea – notably Jack!
Average teenager Peter Parker is transformed into an
extraordinary super hero after he is accidentally bitten
by a radioactive spider.

06/09/18

12:00:00 SPIDER-MAN
A girl in a small town forms an unlikely bond with a
recently-paralyzed man she's taking care of.

06/09/18

14:05:00 ME BEFORE YOU
An ordinary suburban couple finds it’s not easy
keeping up with the Joneses.

06/09/18

06/09/18

KEEPING UP WITH THE
16:00:00 JONESES

17:50:00 POWER RANGERS

Five ordinary high school kids must become
something extraordinary when they learn that their
small town of Angel Grove is on the verge of being
obliterated by an alien threat.
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.

06/09/18

20:00:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI

06/09/18

22:35:00 CINDERELLA

Young Ella’s merchant father remarries following the
death of her mother. Eager to support her loving
father, she finds herself at the mercy of her jealous
and cruel new family.
A half-vampire, half-mortal man becomes a protector
of the mortal race, while slaying evil vampires.

07/09/18

00:25:00 BLADE
Average teenager Peter Parker is transformed into an
extraordinary super hero after he is accidentally bitten
by a radioactive spider.

07/09/18

02:25:00 SPIDER-MAN
Less luxurious than its advertisements, the Marigold
Hotel slowly begins to charm in unexpected ways.

07/09/18

THE BEST EXOTIC
04:30:00 MARIGOLD HOTEL
The launch of astronaut John Glenn into orbit turned
around the Space Race, and galvanized the world.

07/09/18

06:40:00 HIDDEN FIGURES
An incredible true story of British explorer Percy
Fawcett, who disappeared while searching for a
mysterious city in the Amazon in the 1920s.

07/09/18

08:50:00 THE LOST CITY OF Z
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.

07/09/18

11:10:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI

07/09/18

MASTER AND COMMANDER:
THE FAR SIDE OF THE
13:45:00 WORLD

07/09/18

07/09/18

07/09/18

16:10:00 WORLD WAR Z

18:10:00 THE TOURIST

KINGSMAN: THE GOLDEN
20:00:00 CIRCLE

During the Napoleonic Wars, a brash British captain
pushes his ship and crew to their limits in pursuit of a
formidable French war vessel around South America.
Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
During an impromptu trip to Europe to mend a broken
heart, Frank Tupelo finds himself in a dangerous
game of cat and mouse when an aluring stranger,
Elise, places herself in his path.
The Kingsman must band together with their United
States counterpart, Statesman, to defeat a ruthless
common enemy.
Two car thieves are caught in the act of stealing from
a notorious crime boss and have one week to make
their escape.

07/09/18

22:25:00 OVERDRIVE

Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.
08/09/18

08/09/18

08/09/18

08/09/18

00:05:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI

02:40:00 FREE STATE OF JONES

During the Civil War, a defiant Southern farmer bands
together with other farmers and slaves to launch an
uprising that led Jones County, Mississippi to secede
from the Confederacy.

CONFESSIONS OF A
05:00:00 SHOPAHOLIC

Becky Bloomwood, who dreams to write for a highfashion magazine, lands a job writing a personal
finance column where she falls for her overworked yet
handsome boss.

06:50:00 BUSHWICK

Lucy and war veteran Stupe must navigate through a
hail of gunfire and lethal explosions in their Brooklyn
neighborhood as Texas attempts to secede from the
US in a new civil war.
A girl in a small town forms an unlikely bond with a
recently-paralyzed man she's taking care of.

08/09/18

08:30:00 ME BEFORE YOU

08/09/18

10:25:00 WORLD WAR Z

08/09/18

KINGSMAN: THE GOLDEN
12:25:00 CIRCLE

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
The Kingsman must band together with their United
States counterpart, Statesman, to defeat a ruthless
common enemy.
A tough-as-nails detective embarks on a relentless
pursuit to free his son from a nightmarish alien
warship.

08/09/18

14:50:00 BEYOND SKYLINE
Two car thieves are caught in the act of stealing from
a notorious crime boss and have one week to make
their escape.

08/09/18

08/09/18

16:40:00 OVERDRIVE

RESIDENT EVIL:
18:20:00 RETRIBUTION

Alice fights alongside a resistance movement to
regain her freedom from an Umbrella Corporation
testing facility.
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

08/09/18

20:00:00 SHOT CALLER
Average teenager Peter Parker is transformed into an
extraordinary super hero after he is accidentally bitten
by a radioactive spider.

08/09/18

22:05:00 SPIDER-MAN

A tough-as-nails detective embarks on a relentless
pursuit to free his son from a nightmarish alien
warship.
09/09/18

00:10:00 BEYOND SKYLINE
An ordinary suburban couple finds it’s not easy
keeping up with the Joneses.

09/09/18

KEEPING UP WITH THE
02:00:00 JONESES
Two disgraced FBI agents go way undercover in an
effort to protect hotel heiresses, the Wilton Sisters,
from a kidnapping plot.

09/09/18

03:50:00 WHITE CHICKS
A victim of the Boston Marathon bombing in 2013
helps the police track down the killers while struggling
to recover from devastating trauma.

09/09/18

09/09/18

05:40:00 STRONGER

07:45:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

09/09/18

09/09/18

09/09/18

09:45:00 SHOT CALLER

RESIDENT EVIL:
11:50:00 RETRIBUTION

13:30:00 THE TOURIST

Alice fights alongside a resistance movement to
regain her freedom from an Umbrella Corporation
testing facility.
During an impromptu trip to Europe to mend a broken
heart, Frank Tupelo finds himself in a dangerous
game of cat and mouse when an aluring stranger,
Elise, places herself in his path.
Average teenager Peter Parker is transformed into an
extraordinary super hero after he is accidentally bitten
by a radioactive spider.

09/09/18

15:20:00 SPIDER-MAN
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.

09/09/18

09/09/18

17:25:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI

THE HOBBIT: AN
20:00:00 UNEXPECTED JOURNEY

A young Bilbo Baggins sets out on an adventure to
help a clan of Dwarves reclaim their ancestral home
from a deadly dragon.
A young cop must prevent a bomb from exploding
aboard a city bus by keeping its speed above 50 mph.

09/09/18

22:55:00 SPEED

10/09/18

KINGSMAN: THE GOLDEN
00:55:00 CIRCLE

The Kingsman must band together with their United
States counterpart, Statesman, to defeat a ruthless
common enemy.
A young journalist goes deep undercover within a
mountain commune and becomes manipulated by a
duplicitous cult leader.

10/09/18

03:15:00 ONE OF US
A British-Caribbean dictator flees his island nation and
seeks refuge and hides with a rebellious teenage girl
in suburban America.

10/09/18

10/09/18

04:45:00 DEAR DICTATOR

06:20:00 THE TOURIST

During an impromptu trip to Europe to mend a broken
heart, Frank Tupelo finds himself in a dangerous
game of cat and mouse when an aluring stranger,
Elise, places herself in his path.
Two car thieves are caught in the act of stealing from
a notorious crime boss and have one week to make
their escape.

10/09/18

10/09/18

10/09/18

08:10:00 OVERDRIVE

09:50:00 BUSHWICK

THE HOBBIT: AN
11:30:00 UNEXPECTED JOURNEY

Lucy and war veteran Stupe must navigate through a
hail of gunfire and lethal explosions in their Brooklyn
neighborhood as Texas attempts to secede from the
US in a new civil war.
A young Bilbo Baggins sets out on an adventure to
help a clan of Dwarves reclaim their ancestral home
from a deadly dragon.
An ordinary suburban couple finds it’s not easy
keeping up with the Joneses.

10/09/18

KEEPING UP WITH THE
14:20:00 JONESES
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

10/09/18

10/09/18

16:10:00 SHOT CALLER

18:15:00 THE BOSS BABY

Seven-year-old Tim Templeton and his newly arrived
baby brother—wearing a suit and toting a
briefcase—team up on secret mission that might just
change the world!
Lyndon Baines Johnson aligns himself with Jack
Kennedy, rises to the presidency, and deals with the
civil rights struggles of the 1960s.

10/09/18

10/09/18

20:00:00 LBJ

RESIDENT EVIL:
21:45:00 RETRIBUTION

Alice fights alongside a resistance movement to
regain her freedom from an Umbrella Corporation
testing facility.

10/09/18

23:25:00 THE TOURIST

During an impromptu trip to Europe to mend a broken
heart, Frank Tupelo finds himself in a dangerous
game of cat and mouse when an aluring stranger,
Elise, places herself in his path.
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

11/09/18

11/09/18

11/09/18

01:15:00 SHOT CALLER
MASTER AND COMMANDER:
THE FAR SIDE OF THE
03:20:00 WORLD

05:40:00 QUEEN OF THE DESERT

During the Napoleonic Wars, a brash British captain
pushes his ship and crew to their limits in pursuit of a
formidable French war vessel around South America.
Gertrude Bell, a woman who shaped history, chafes
against the stifling rigidity of life in turn-of-the-century
England, leaving it behind to find freedom in the
Middle East.
Average teenager Peter Parker is transformed into an
extraordinary super hero after he is accidentally bitten
by a radioactive spider.

11/09/18

07:50:00 SPIDER-MAN
Lyndon Baines Johnson aligns himself with Jack
Kennedy, rises to the presidency, and deals with the
civil rights struggles of the 1960s.

11/09/18

11/09/18

09:55:00 LBJ

11:40:00 THE TOURIST

During an impromptu trip to Europe to mend a broken
heart, Frank Tupelo finds himself in a dangerous
game of cat and mouse when an aluring stranger,
Elise, places herself in his path.
A rat dreams of becoming a great chef despite his
family’s wishes and the obvious problem of being a rat
in a decidedly rodent-phobic profession.

11/09/18

11/09/18

11/09/18

13:30:00 RATATOUILLE

RESIDENT EVIL:
15:25:00 RETRIBUTION

THE HOBBIT: AN
17:05:00 UNEXPECTED JOURNEY

Alice fights alongside a resistance movement to
regain her freedom from an Umbrella Corporation
testing facility.
A young Bilbo Baggins sets out on an adventure to
help a clan of Dwarves reclaim their ancestral home
from a deadly dragon.
A jaded scientist and an optimistic teen embark on a
danger-filled mission to unearth the secrets of an
enigmatic place somewhere in time and space.

11/09/18

20:00:00 TOMORROWLAND
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

11/09/18

22:15:00 SHOT CALLER

A young cop must prevent a bomb from exploding
aboard a city bus by keeping its speed above 50 mph.
12/09/18

12/09/18

12/09/18

12/09/18

00:20:00 SPEED

02:20:00 LOVE & FRIENDSHIP

Lady Susan Vernon takes up temporary residence at
her in-laws' estate and, while there, is determined to
be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica -- and
herself too, naturally.

04:00:00 KILLER APP

A young hacker creates an "antisocial" networking app
that matches enemies instead of friends. When her
enemies start turning up dead, she must uncover who
is behind the deaths.

05:30:00 GHOST TEAM

A paranormal-obsessed man mounts his own
investigation into the beyond with his depressed best
friend, misfit nephew, a cable access medium and an
overeager security guard.
Right before his wedding, an uptight guy is tricked into
driving his grandfather, a lecherous former Army
Lieutenant-Colonel, to Florida for spring break.

12/09/18

12/09/18

07:00:00 DIRTY GRANDPA

08:35:00 THE BOSS BABY

Seven-year-old Tim Templeton and his newly arrived
baby brother—wearing a suit and toting a
briefcase—team up on secret mission that might just
change the world!
An ordinary suburban couple finds it’s not easy
keeping up with the Joneses.

12/09/18

KEEPING UP WITH THE
10:20:00 JONESES
A jaded scientist and an optimistic teen embark on a
danger-filled mission to unearth the secrets of an
enigmatic place somewhere in time and space.

12/09/18

12:10:00 TOMORROWLAND
Two disgraced FBI agents go way undercover in an
effort to protect hotel heiresses, the Wilton Sisters,
from a kidnapping plot.

12/09/18

14:25:00 WHITE CHICKS
An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin to
investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a
missing list of double agents.

12/09/18

16:20:00 ATOMIC BLONDE
The magically long-haired Rapunzel gets her chance
to discover the world when a runaway thief stumbles
upon her tower.

12/09/18

18:15:00 TANGLED
Peter Parker is beset with troubles in his failing
personal life as he battles a brilliant scientist named
Doctor Otto Octavius.

12/09/18

20:00:00 SPIDER-MAN 2

12/09/18

13/09/18

KINGSMAN: THE GOLDEN
22:15:00 CIRCLE

00:35:00 THE LAST FACE

The Kingsman must band together with their United
States counterpart, Statesman, to defeat a ruthless
common enemy.
A director of an international aid agency in Africa
meets a relief aid doctor amidst a political/social
revolution, and together they face tough choices
surrounding humanitarianism.
A man's life is derailed when an ominous pattern of
events repeats itself in exactly the same manner
every day, ending at precisely 2:22 p.m.

13/09/18

02:50:00 2:22
A squadron of U.S. Marines becomes the last line of
defense against a global invasion.

13/09/18

13/09/18

04:35:00 BATTLE LOS ANGELES

RESIDENT EVIL:
06:35:00 RETRIBUTION

Alice fights alongside a resistance movement to
regain her freedom from an Umbrella Corporation
testing facility.
The magically long-haired Rapunzel gets her chance
to discover the world when a runaway thief stumbles
upon her tower.

13/09/18

13/09/18

08:15:00 TANGLED

KINGSMAN: THE GOLDEN
10:00:00 CIRCLE

The Kingsman must band together with their United
States counterpart, Statesman, to defeat a ruthless
common enemy.
Peter Parker is beset with troubles in his failing
personal life as he battles a brilliant scientist named
Doctor Otto Octavius.

13/09/18

13/09/18

12:25:00 SPIDER-MAN 2

14:35:00 THE BOSS BABY

Seven-year-old Tim Templeton and his newly arrived
baby brother—wearing a suit and toting a
briefcase—team up on secret mission that might just
change the world!
Right before his wedding, an uptight guy is tricked into
driving his grandfather, a lecherous former Army
Lieutenant-Colonel, to Florida for spring break.

13/09/18

16:20:00 DIRTY GRANDPA
A young cop must prevent a bomb from exploding
aboard a city bus by keeping its speed above 50 mph.

13/09/18

18:00:00 SPEED
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

13/09/18

20:00:00 SHOT CALLER

13/09/18

14/09/18

THE HOBBIT: AN
22:05:00 UNEXPECTED JOURNEY

RESIDENT EVIL:
00:55:00 RETRIBUTION

A young Bilbo Baggins sets out on an adventure to
help a clan of Dwarves reclaim their ancestral home
from a deadly dragon.
Alice fights alongside a resistance movement to
regain her freedom from an Umbrella Corporation
testing facility.
Peter Parker is beset with troubles in his failing
personal life as he battles a brilliant scientist named
Doctor Otto Octavius.

14/09/18

14/09/18

14/09/18

14/09/18

14/09/18

14/09/18

14/09/18

14/09/18

02:35:00 SPIDER-MAN 2

04:45:00 THE TOURIST

During an impromptu trip to Europe to mend a broken
heart, Frank Tupelo finds himself in a dangerous
game of cat and mouse when an aluring stranger,
Elise, places herself in his path.

06:30:00 A CURE FOR WELLNESS

An ambitious young executive is sent to retrieve his
company's CEO from an idyllic but mysterious
"wellness center" at a remote location in the Swiss
Alps.

When an Inventor's latest contraption unleashes more
than just cheeseburgers from the sky, he’ll have to
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF find a way to shut it down before the world is covered
in super-sized meatballs!
09:00:00 MEATBALLS
An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin to
investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a
missing list of double agents.
10:35:00 ATOMIC BLONDE
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.
12:30:00 SHOT CALLER
A man's life is derailed when an ominous pattern of
events repeats itself in exactly the same manner
every day, ending at precisely 2:22 p.m.
14:35:00 2:22
A squadron of U.S. Marines becomes the last line of
defense against a global invasion.
16:20:00 BATTLE LOS ANGELES
A team of highly trained operatives find themselves
trapped inside an isolated military compound after its
AI is suddenly shut down.

14/09/18

18:20:00 ARMED RESPONSE
The world's top protection agent is called upon to
guard the life of his mortal enemy, one of the world's
most notorious hitmen.

14/09/18

20:00:00 THE HITMAN'S BODYGUARD

A jaded scientist and an optimistic teen embark on a
danger-filled mission to unearth the secrets of an
enigmatic place somewhere in time and space.
14/09/18

22:05:00 TOMORROWLAND
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

15/09/18

15/09/18

00:20:00 SHOT CALLER

02:25:00 KILLER APP

A young hacker creates an "antisocial" networking app
that matches enemies instead of friends. When her
enemies start turning up dead, she must uncover who
is behind the deaths.
The U.S. military makes an offer of freedom to a
scarred bounty hunter to stop a terrorist who is ready
to unleash Hell on Earth.

15/09/18

15/09/18

15/09/18

15/09/18

03:55:00 JONAH HEX

05:20:00 CHRONICLE

THE HOBBIT: AN
06:50:00 UNEXPECTED JOURNEY

09:40:00 THE BOSS BABY

Three high school students discover they possess
uncanny powers beyond their understanding. As they
learn to control their abilities, their darker sides begin
to take over.
A young Bilbo Baggins sets out on an adventure to
help a clan of Dwarves reclaim their ancestral home
from a deadly dragon.
Seven-year-old Tim Templeton and his newly arrived
baby brother—wearing a suit and toting a
briefcase—team up on secret mission that might just
change the world!
The world's top protection agent is called upon to
guard the life of his mortal enemy, one of the world's
most notorious hitmen.

15/09/18

11:25:00 THE HITMAN'S BODYGUARD
A jaded scientist and an optimistic teen embark on a
danger-filled mission to unearth the secrets of an
enigmatic place somewhere in time and space.

15/09/18

13:30:00 TOMORROWLAND
An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin to
investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a
missing list of double agents.

15/09/18

15:45:00 ATOMIC BLONDE
The true story of Captain Richard Phillips and the
2009 hijacking by Somali pirates of the US-flagged
MV Maersk Alabama.

15/09/18

17:40:00 CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

15/09/18

20:00:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED

Peter Parker is beset with troubles in his failing
personal life as he battles a brilliant scientist named
Doctor Otto Octavius.
15/09/18

21:35:00 SPIDER-MAN 2
An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin to
investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a
missing list of double agents.

15/09/18

23:45:00 ATOMIC BLONDE
An eastern immigrant finds himself stranded in JFK
airport, and must take up temporary residence there.

16/09/18

01:40:00 THE TERMINAL
A young woman documents her family's new life in
quarantine and tries to protect her infected sister.

16/09/18

16/09/18

03:55:00 VIRAL

05:25:00 GHOST TEAM

A paranormal-obsessed man mounts his own
investigation into the beyond with his depressed best
friend, misfit nephew, a cable access medium and an
overeager security guard.
In the war-ravaged African countryside, a U.S. soldier
and a French foreign aid worker team up to survive
the alien onslaught.

16/09/18

06:55:00 REVOLT
The true story of Captain Richard Phillips and the
2009 hijacking by Somali pirates of the US-flagged
MV Maersk Alabama.

16/09/18

08:30:00 CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

16/09/18

16/09/18

16/09/18

16/09/18

16/09/18

10:50:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED
When an Inventor's latest contraption unleashes more
than just cheeseburgers from the sky, he’ll have to
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF find a way to shut it down before the world is covered
in super-sized meatballs!
12:25:00 MEATBALLS
The magically long-haired Rapunzel gets her chance
to discover the world when a runaway thief stumbles
upon her tower.
14:00:00 TANGLED
Peter Parker is beset with troubles in his failing
personal life as he battles a brilliant scientist named
Doctor Otto Octavius.
15:45:00 SPIDER-MAN 2
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.
17:55:00 SHOT CALLER

16/09/18

16/09/18

20:00:00 MALEFICENT

Driven by revenge, Maleficent places a curse upon the
human king’s newborn infant Aurora. As the child
grows, Maleficent realizes that Aurora may hold the
key to peace in the land.

21:45:00 NATIONAL TREASURE

As Benjamin Gates’ search for treasure brings him to
the US Declaration of Independence, he realizes that
he must protect the declaration before it falls into the
wrong hands.
The world's top protection agent is called upon to
guard the life of his mortal enemy, one of the world's
most notorious hitmen.

17/09/18

00:00:00 THE HITMAN'S BODYGUARD
The U.S. military makes an offer of freedom to a
scarred bounty hunter to stop a terrorist who is ready
to unleash Hell on Earth.

17/09/18

02:00:00 JONAH HEX
A squadron of U.S. Marines becomes the last line of
defense against a global invasion.

17/09/18

03:30:00 BATTLE LOS ANGELES
A young journalist goes deep undercover within a
mountain commune and becomes manipulated by a
duplicitous cult leader.

17/09/18

17/09/18

05:30:00 ONE OF US

07:00:00 PILGRIMAGE

Ireland, 1209. A small group of monks begin a
pilgrimage to escort their monastery's holiest relic. As
they do so, their path becomes increasingly fraught
with danger.
A jaded scientist and an optimistic teen embark on a
danger-filled mission to unearth the secrets of an
enigmatic place somewhere in time and space.

17/09/18

17/09/18

17/09/18

17/09/18

17/09/18

08:40:00 TOMORROWLAND

10:55:00 NATIONAL TREASURE

As Benjamin Gates’ search for treasure brings him to
the US Declaration of Independence, he realizes that
he must protect the declaration before it falls into the
wrong hands.

13:10:00 MALEFICENT

Driven by revenge, Maleficent places a curse upon the
human king’s newborn infant Aurora. As the child
grows, Maleficent realizes that Aurora may hold the
key to peace in the land.

When an Inventor's latest contraption unleashes more
than just cheeseburgers from the sky, he’ll have to
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF find a way to shut it down before the world is covered
in super-sized meatballs!
14:55:00 MEATBALLS
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.
16:30:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED

A holiday gathering threatens to go off the rails when
Ned realizes that his daughter's millionaire boyfriend
is about to pop the question.
17/09/18

17/09/18

18:05:00 WHY HIM?

THE MAN WITH THE IRON
20:00:00 HEART

Two brave Czechs of the Resistance prepare for a
suicide mission to assassinate Reinhard Heydrich, the
hideous mastermind behind the "Final Solution".
The true story of Captain Richard Phillips and the
2009 hijacking by Somali pirates of the US-flagged
MV Maersk Alabama.

17/09/18

22:05:00 CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
A team of highly trained operatives find themselves
trapped inside an isolated military compound after its
AI is suddenly shut down.

18/09/18

00:20:00 ARMED RESPONSE
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

18/09/18

18/09/18

02:00:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED

03:35:00 POWER RANGERS

Five ordinary high school kids must become
something extraordinary when they learn that their
small town of Angel Grove is on the verge of being
obliterated by an alien threat.
The magically long-haired Rapunzel gets her chance
to discover the world when a runaway thief stumbles
upon her tower.

18/09/18

05:40:00 TANGLED
Peter Parker is beset with troubles in his failing
personal life as he battles a brilliant scientist named
Doctor Otto Octavius.

18/09/18

07:25:00 SPIDER-MAN 2
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.

18/09/18

18/09/18

09:35:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI

THE MAN WITH THE IRON
12:10:00 HEART

Two brave Czechs of the Resistance prepare for a
suicide mission to assassinate Reinhard Heydrich, the
hideous mastermind behind the "Final Solution".
An eastern immigrant finds himself stranded in JFK
airport, and must take up temporary residence there.

18/09/18

14:15:00 THE TERMINAL
A man's life is derailed when an ominous pattern of
events repeats itself in exactly the same manner
every day, ending at precisely 2:22 p.m.

18/09/18

16:30:00 2:22

18/09/18

18/09/18

18:15:00 MALEFICENT

20:00:00 WORLD WAR Z

Driven by revenge, Maleficent places a curse upon the
human king’s newborn infant Aurora. As the child
grows, Maleficent realizes that Aurora may hold the
key to peace in the land.
Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

18/09/18

18/09/18

19/09/18

22:00:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED

23:35:00 POWER RANGERS

Five ordinary high school kids must become
something extraordinary when they learn that their
small town of Angel Grove is on the verge of being
obliterated by an alien threat.

01:45:00 THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA

A young aspiring writer gets more than she bargained
for when she moves to New York and becomes the
assistant to the tyrannical editor-in-chief of a major
fashion magazine.
A defense attorney works to get his teenage client
acquitted of murdering his wealthy father.

19/09/18

03:40:00 THE WHOLE TRUTH
The U.S. military makes an offer of freedom to a
scarred bounty hunter to stop a terrorist who is ready
to unleash Hell on Earth.

19/09/18

05:20:00 JONAH HEX
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

19/09/18

06:45:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED
A holiday gathering threatens to go off the rails when
Ned realizes that his daughter's millionaire boyfriend
is about to pop the question.

19/09/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

08:20:00 WHY HIM?

RESIDENT EVIL:
10:15:00 RETRIBUTION

11:55:00 WORLD WAR Z

Alice fights alongside a resistance movement to
regain her freedom from an Umbrella Corporation
testing facility.
Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
A team of highly trained operatives find themselves
trapped inside an isolated military compound after its
AI is suddenly shut down.

19/09/18

13:55:00 ARMED RESPONSE

Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.
19/09/18

15:35:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
Blindsided by a new generation of blazing-fast racers,
the legendary Lightning McQueen sets out to prove
that he's still the best race car in the world.

19/09/18

18:10:00 CARS 3
A strange black entity from another world bonds with
Peter Parker and causes inner turmoil as he contends
with new villains, temptations, and revenge.

19/09/18

20:00:00 SPIDER-MAN 3
The world's top protection agent is called upon to
guard the life of his mortal enemy, one of the world's
most notorious hitmen.

19/09/18

22:25:00 THE HITMAN'S BODYGUARD
A holiday gathering threatens to go off the rails when
Ned realizes that his daughter's millionaire boyfriend
is about to pop the question.

20/09/18

00:30:00 WHY HIM?
A tale of goblins, elves, fairies and imps, and their
hilarious misadventures sparked by the battle over a
powerful potion.

20/09/18

20/09/18

02:20:00 STRANGE MAGIC

THE MAN WITH THE IRON
04:05:00 HEART

Two brave Czechs of the Resistance prepare for a
suicide mission to assassinate Reinhard Heydrich, the
hideous mastermind behind the "Final Solution".
A young woman documents her family's new life in
quarantine and tries to protect her infected sister.

20/09/18

20/09/18

06:05:00 VIRAL

07:35:00 THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA

A young aspiring writer gets more than she bargained
for when she moves to New York and becomes the
assistant to the tyrannical editor-in-chief of a major
fashion magazine.
The world's top protection agent is called upon to
guard the life of his mortal enemy, one of the world's
most notorious hitmen.

20/09/18

09:30:00 THE HITMAN'S BODYGUARD
A strange black entity from another world bonds with
Peter Parker and causes inner turmoil as he contends
with new villains, temptations, and revenge.

20/09/18

11:30:00 SPIDER-MAN 3
When a bank is hit by a brutal heist, all evidence
points to the owner and his high-powered clients.

20/09/18

13:55:00 MARAUDERS

An indifferent husband and father of two girls is forced
to re-examine his past and embrace his future when
his wife suffers a boating accident off of Waikiki.
20/09/18

20/09/18

15:45:00 THE DESCENDANTS

17:45:00 NATIONAL TREASURE

As Benjamin Gates’ search for treasure brings him to
the US Declaration of Independence, he realizes that
he must protect the declaration before it falls into the
wrong hands.
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

20/09/18

20/09/18

20:00:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED

21:35:00 MALEFICENT

Driven by revenge, Maleficent places a curse upon the
human king’s newborn infant Aurora. As the child
grows, Maleficent realizes that Aurora may hold the
key to peace in the land.
The true story of Captain Richard Phillips and the
2009 hijacking by Somali pirates of the US-flagged
MV Maersk Alabama.

20/09/18

21/09/18

21/09/18

21/09/18

21/09/18

21/09/18

21/09/18

23:20:00 CAPTAIN PHILLIPS

01:35:00 THE LAST FACE

A director of an international aid agency in Africa
meets a relief aid doctor amidst a political/social
revolution, and together they face tough choices
surrounding humanitarianism.

03:45:00 KILLER APP

A young hacker creates an "antisocial" networking app
that matches enemies instead of friends. When her
enemies start turning up dead, she must uncover who
is behind the deaths.

When an Inventor's latest contraption unleashes more
than just cheeseburgers from the sky, he’ll have to
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF find a way to shut it down before the world is covered
in super-sized meatballs!
05:15:00 MEATBALLS
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.
06:50:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
Blindsided by a new generation of blazing-fast racers,
the legendary Lightning McQueen sets out to prove
that he's still the best race car in the world.
09:25:00 CARS 3
The launch of astronaut John Glenn into orbit turned
around the Space Race, and galvanized the world.
11:10:00 HIDDEN FIGURES
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

21/09/18

13:20:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED

Maggie Peyton, the new owner of a Volkswagen bug
with a mind of its own - puts the car through its paces
on the road to becoming a NASCAR competitor.
21/09/18

14:55:00 HERBIE: FULLY LOADED
A tale of goblins, elves, fairies and imps, and their
hilarious misadventures sparked by the battle over a
powerful potion.

21/09/18

16:40:00 STRANGE MAGIC
An assassin helps a young woman avenge the death
of her family.

21/09/18

21/09/18

21/09/18

18:25:00 THE HUNTER'S PRAYER

ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS
20:00:00 STORY

22:20:00 WORLD WAR Z

The Rebel Alliance makes a risky move to steal the
plans for the Death Star, setting up the epic saga to
follow.
Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

22/09/18

22/09/18

00:20:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED

01:55:00 MALEFICENT

Driven by revenge, Maleficent places a curse upon the
human king’s newborn infant Aurora. As the child
grows, Maleficent realizes that Aurora may hold the
key to peace in the land.
A FedEx engineer must transform himself physically
and emotionally to survive a crash landing on a
deserted island.

22/09/18

22/09/18

03:35:00 CAST AWAY

06:05:00 PILGRIMAGE

Ireland, 1209. A small group of monks begin a
pilgrimage to escort their monastery's holiest relic. As
they do so, their path becomes increasingly fraught
with danger.
A tale of goblins, elves, fairies and imps, and their
hilarious misadventures sparked by the battle over a
powerful potion.

22/09/18

07:45:00 STRANGE MAGIC
An indifferent husband and father of two girls is forced
to re-examine his past and embrace his future when
his wife suffers a boating accident off of Waikiki.

22/09/18

22/09/18

09:30:00 THE DESCENDANTS

ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS
11:30:00 STORY

The Rebel Alliance makes a risky move to steal the
plans for the Death Star, setting up the epic saga to
follow.

Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.
22/09/18

22/09/18

13:50:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI

16:25:00 WORLD WAR Z

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
In Manhattan, a bike messenger picks up an envelope
that attracts the interest of a dirty cop, who pursues
the cyclist throughout the city.

22/09/18

18:25:00 PREMIUM RUSH
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

22/09/18

20:00:00 MOM AND DAD
A strange black entity from another world bonds with
Peter Parker and causes inner turmoil as he contends
with new villains, temptations, and revenge.

22/09/18

21:30:00 SPIDER-MAN 3
Rey develops her newly discovered abilities with the
guidance of Luke Skywalker, who is unsettled by the
strength of her powers.

22/09/18

23:55:00 STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
A British-Caribbean dictator flees his island nation and
seeks refuge and hides with a rebellious teenage girl
in suburban America.

23/09/18

23/09/18

02:30:00 DEAR DICTATOR

04:05:00 DEATH AT A FUNERAL

When a dysfunctional clan reunites to mourn the
passing of the family patriarch, a respectful funeral
quickly turns into an all-out fiasco marred by
scandalous revelations.
A psychic doctor works with an FBI special agent in
search of the serial killer Charles Ambrose, another
psychic.

23/09/18

23/09/18

05:40:00 SOLACE

THE MAN WITH THE IRON
07:25:00 HEART

Two brave Czechs of the Resistance prepare for a
suicide mission to assassinate Reinhard Heydrich, the
hideous mastermind behind the "Final Solution".
In Manhattan, a bike messenger picks up an envelope
that attracts the interest of a dirty cop, who pursues
the cyclist throughout the city.

23/09/18

09:30:00 PREMIUM RUSH
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

23/09/18

11:05:00 MOM AND DAD

An assassin helps a young woman avenge the death
of her family.
23/09/18

12:35:00 THE HUNTER'S PRAYER
Blindsided by a new generation of blazing-fast racers,
the legendary Lightning McQueen sets out to prove
that he's still the best race car in the world.

23/09/18

14:10:00 CARS 3
A strange black entity from another world bonds with
Peter Parker and causes inner turmoil as he contends
with new villains, temptations, and revenge.

23/09/18

16:00:00 SPIDER-MAN 3
An accidental death in the ring makes Boyka question
everything he stands for.

23/09/18

23/09/18

23/09/18

24/09/18

24/09/18

24/09/18

24/09/18

24/09/18

24/09/18

18:25:00 BOYKA: UNDISPUTED

OZ THE GREAT AND
20:00:00 POWERFUL

When small-time magician Oscar performs a trick, he
finds himself hurled into the fantastical Land of Oz
where he must somehow transform himself into the
great and powerful Wizard.

When Benjamin’s great-great grandfather is accused
as a key conspirator in Abraham’s Lincoln death, he’ll
NATIONAL TREASURE: BOOK follow a chain of clues from Paris to London to prove
his ancestor’s innocence.
22:15:00 OF SECRETS
The Rebel Alliance makes a risky move to steal the
plans for the Death Star, setting up the epic saga to
ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS follow.
00:25:00 STORY
A holiday gathering threatens to go off the rails when
Ned realizes that his daughter's millionaire boyfriend
is about to pop the question.
02:40:00 WHY HIM?
Nineteen-year-old Alice returns to the magical world
from her childhood adventure, where she reunites with
her old friends and learns of her true destiny.
04:35:00 ALICE IN WONDERLAND
A girl in a small town forms an unlikely bond with a
recently-paralyzed man she's taking care of.
06:25:00 ME BEFORE YOU

08:20:00 WORLD WAR Z

10:20:00 POWER RANGERS

Former United Nations employee Gerry Lane
traverses the world in a race against time to stop the
Zombie pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments, and threatening to destroy humanity
itself.
Five ordinary high school kids must become
something extraordinary when they learn that their
small town of Angel Grove is on the verge of being
obliterated by an alien threat.

24/09/18

OZ THE GREAT AND
12:30:00 POWERFUL

When small-time magician Oscar performs a trick, he
finds himself hurled into the fantastical Land of Oz
where he must somehow transform himself into the
great and powerful Wizard.
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

24/09/18

14:45:00 MOM AND DAD
Blindsided by a new generation of blazing-fast racers,
the legendary Lightning McQueen sets out to prove
that he's still the best race car in the world.

24/09/18

16:15:00 CARS 3
Nineteen-year-old Alice returns to the magical world
from her childhood adventure, where she reunites with
her old friends and learns of her true destiny.

24/09/18

18:05:00 ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Kyle Moore, a teenager unable to fit into his new
hometown, stumbles upon a magical app that causes
his social media updates to come true.

24/09/18

20:00:00 STATUS UPDATE
In Manhattan, a bike messenger picks up an envelope
that attracts the interest of a dirty cop, who pursues
the cyclist throughout the city.

24/09/18

21:55:00 PREMIUM RUSH
An assassin helps a young woman avenge the death
of her family.

24/09/18

23:30:00 THE HUNTER'S PRAYER
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

25/09/18

01:05:00 MOM AND DAD
A young Englishman plots revenge against his late
cousin's mysterious, beautiful wife, believing her
responsible for his death.

25/09/18

02:35:00 MY COUSIN RACHEL
Ex-maid of honor Eloise decides to attend the
wedding anyway only to find herself seated with 5
"random" guests at the dreaded Table 19.

25/09/18

04:25:00 TABLE 19
Blindsided by a new generation of blazing-fast racers,
the legendary Lightning McQueen sets out to prove
that he's still the best race car in the world.

25/09/18

06:00:00 CARS 3
A strange black entity from another world bonds with
Peter Parker and causes inner turmoil as he contends
with new villains, temptations, and revenge.

25/09/18

07:50:00 SPIDER-MAN 3

A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.
25/09/18

10:15:00 SHOT CALLER
Kyle Moore, a teenager unable to fit into his new
hometown, stumbles upon a magical app that causes
his social media updates to come true.

25/09/18

12:20:00 STATUS UPDATE
In Manhattan, a bike messenger picks up an envelope
that attracts the interest of a dirty cop, who pursues
the cyclist throughout the city.

25/09/18

25/09/18

25/09/18

14:10:00 PREMIUM RUSH

THE PRINCESS DIARIES 2:
15:45:00 ROYAL ENGAGEMENT

OZ THE GREAT AND
17:45:00 POWERFUL

Princess Mia must marry to save her family's right to
the throne but soon discovers what it really takes to
make your dreams come true.
When small-time magician Oscar performs a trick, he
finds himself hurled into the fantastical Land of Oz
where he must somehow transform himself into the
great and powerful Wizard.
A man takes on a mission that could bring equality to
two polarized worlds.

25/09/18

20:00:00 ELYSIUM
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

25/09/18

25/09/18

21:55:00 MOM AND DAD

23:25:00 NATIONAL TREASURE

As Benjamin Gates’ search for treasure brings him to
the US Declaration of Independence, he realizes that
he must protect the declaration before it falls into the
wrong hands.
A former boxer-turned-drug runner lands in a prison
battleground after a deal gets deadly.

26/09/18

26/09/18

01:35:00 BRAWL IN CELL BLOCK 99

THE PRINCESS DIARIES 2:
03:50:00 ROYAL ENGAGEMENT

Princess Mia must marry to save her family's right to
the throne but soon discovers what it really takes to
make your dreams come true.
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

26/09/18

26/09/18

05:45:00 MOM AND DAD

07:15:00 SNIPER: LEGACY

A rogue gunman is assassinating high-ranking military
officers one by one. When Sgt. Brandon Beckett
learns his father, Thomas Beckett has been killed,
Brandon springs into action.

26/09/18

09:00:00 CHRONICLE

Three high school students discover they possess
uncanny powers beyond their understanding. As they
learn to control their abilities, their darker sides begin
to take over.
A girl in a small town forms an unlikely bond with a
recently-paralyzed man she's taking care of.

26/09/18

10:30:00 ME BEFORE YOU
A man takes on a mission that could bring equality to
two polarized worlds.

26/09/18

12:25:00 ELYSIUM
An assassin helps a young woman avenge the death
of her family.

26/09/18

14:20:00 THE HUNTER'S PRAYER
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

26/09/18

15:55:00 SHOT CALLER
A family of undercover superheroes, while trying to
live the quiet suburban life, are forced into action to
save the world.

26/09/18

18:00:00 THE INCREDIBLES
A squadron of U.S. Marines becomes the last line of
defense against a global invasion.

26/09/18

26/09/18

20:00:00 BATTLE LOS ANGELES

ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS
22:00:00 STORY

The Rebel Alliance makes a risky move to steal the
plans for the Death Star, setting up the epic saga to
follow.
After waking up and discovering that he has
undergone gender reassignment surgery, an assassin
seeks to find the doctor responsible.

27/09/18

00:20:00 REVENGER
A retired master car thief must come back to the
industry and steal 50 cars with his crew in one night to
save his brother's life.

27/09/18

01:55:00 GONE IN SIXTY SECONDS
A strange black entity from another world bonds with
Peter Parker and causes inner turmoil as he contends
with new villains, temptations, and revenge.

27/09/18

03:55:00 SPIDER-MAN 3
A boy seeks the help of a tree monster to cope with
his single mother's terminal illness.

27/09/18

06:20:00 A MONSTER CALLS

Kyle Moore, a teenager unable to fit into his new
hometown, stumbles upon a magical app that causes
his social media updates to come true.
27/09/18

27/09/18

08:15:00 STATUS UPDATE

ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS
10:05:00 STORY

The Rebel Alliance makes a risky move to steal the
plans for the Death Star, setting up the epic saga to
follow.
A squadron of U.S. Marines becomes the last line of
defense against a global invasion.

27/09/18

12:25:00 BATTLE LOS ANGELES
After waking up and discovering that he has
undergone gender reassignment surgery, an assassin
seeks to find the doctor responsible.

27/09/18

27/09/18

27/09/18

27/09/18

27/09/18

14:25:00 REVENGER

16:05:00 BEFORE I FALL

February 12 is just another day in Sam's charmed life,
until it turns out to be her last. Stuck reliving her last
day over and over, Sam ultimately discovers what
she's losing.

When Benjamin’s great-great grandfather is accused
as a key conspirator in Abraham’s Lincoln death, he’ll
NATIONAL TREASURE: BOOK follow a chain of clues from Paris to London to prove
his ancestor’s innocence.
17:50:00 OF SECRETS
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.
20:00:00 MOM AND DAD

OZ THE GREAT AND
21:30:00 POWERFUL

When small-time magician Oscar performs a trick, he
finds himself hurled into the fantastical Land of Oz
where he must somehow transform himself into the
great and powerful Wizard.
In Manhattan, a bike messenger picks up an envelope
that attracts the interest of a dirty cop, who pursues
the cyclist throughout the city.

27/09/18

28/09/18

23:45:00 PREMIUM RUSH

01:20:00 PILGRIMAGE

Ireland, 1209. A small group of monks begin a
pilgrimage to escort their monastery's holiest relic. As
they do so, their path becomes increasingly fraught
with danger.
An assassin helps a young woman avenge the death
of her family.

28/09/18

28/09/18

03:00:00 THE HUNTER'S PRAYER

04:35:00 JUNGLE

An enthusiastic adventurer follows his dreams into the
Amazon jungle with two friends and a guide with a
mysterious past. However, their journey quickly
becomes a terrifying ordeal.

A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.
28/09/18

06:35:00 SHOT CALLER
A boy seeks the help of a tree monster to cope with
his single mother's terminal illness.

28/09/18

08:40:00 A MONSTER CALLS
A family of undercover superheroes, while trying to
live the quiet suburban life, are forced into action to
save the world.

28/09/18

10:35:00 THE INCREDIBLES
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

28/09/18

12:35:00 MOM AND DAD
Nineteen-year-old Alice returns to the magical world
from her childhood adventure, where she reunites with
her old friends and learns of her true destiny.

28/09/18

28/09/18

14:05:00 ALICE IN WONDERLAND

16:00:00 SNIPER: LEGACY

A rogue gunman is assassinating high-ranking military
officers one by one. When Sgt. Brandon Beckett
learns his father, Thomas Beckett has been killed,
Brandon springs into action.
A former boxer-turned-drug runner lands in a prison
battleground after a deal gets deadly.

28/09/18

28/09/18

17:45:00 BRAWL IN CELL BLOCK 99

20:00:00 LOGAN

Logan cares for an ailing Professor X somewhere on
the Mexican border. However, Logan's attempts to
hide from the world and his legacy are upended when
a young mutant arrives, pursued by dark forces.
A man takes on a mission that could bring equality to
two polarized worlds.

28/09/18

22:20:00 ELYSIUM
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

29/09/18

00:15:00 MOM AND DAD
A young woman documents her family's new life in
quarantine and tries to protect her infected sister.

29/09/18

01:45:00 VIRAL
When a bank is hit by a brutal heist, all evidence
points to the owner and his high-powered clients.

29/09/18

03:15:00 MARAUDERS

29/09/18

29/09/18

29/09/18

05:05:00 BRAIN ON FIRE

A rising journalist mysteriously starts having seizures
and hearing voices. Following a series of outbursts
and misdiagnoses, she’s given some hope to rebuild
her life.

06:40:00 DEATH AT A FUNERAL

When a dysfunctional clan reunites to mourn the
passing of the family patriarch, a respectful funeral
quickly turns into an all-out fiasco marred by
scandalous revelations.

08:15:00 BEFORE I FALL

February 12 is just another day in Sam's charmed life,
until it turns out to be her last. Stuck reliving her last
day over and over, Sam ultimately discovers what
she's losing.
Nineteen-year-old Alice returns to the magical world
from her childhood adventure, where she reunites with
her old friends and learns of her true destiny.

29/09/18

29/09/18

10:00:00 ALICE IN WONDERLAND

11:55:00 LOGAN

Logan cares for an ailing Professor X somewhere on
the Mexican border. However, Logan's attempts to
hide from the world and his legacy are upended when
a young mutant arrives, pursued by dark forces.
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

29/09/18

14:15:00 SHOT CALLER
A man takes on a mission that could bring equality to
two polarized worlds.

29/09/18

16:20:00 ELYSIUM
A psychic doctor works with an FBI special agent in
search of the serial killer Charles Ambrose, another
psychic.

29/09/18

18:15:00 SOLACE
A washed-up private security agent has to escort a
valuable Chinese antique out of Shanghai but is
ambushed en route.

29/09/18

20:00:00 S.M.A.R.T. CHASE
A squadron of U.S. Marines becomes the last line of
defense against a global invasion.

29/09/18

21:40:00 BATTLE LOS ANGELES
A newly released prison gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to orchestrate a major crime on
the streets of Southern California.

29/09/18

23:40:00 SHOT CALLER

30/09/18

When Benjamin’s great-great grandfather is accused
as a key conspirator in Abraham’s Lincoln death, he’ll
NATIONAL TREASURE: BOOK follow a chain of clues from Paris to London to prove
his ancestor’s innocence.
01:45:00 OF SECRETS

30/09/18

30/09/18

03:55:00 TAKEN HEART

When her daughter is kidnapped in Belize and held
hostage to be used for human organ trafficking, Kate
Johnson goes on a crusade to infiltrate the cartel and
rescue her.

05:30:00 CHRONICLE

Three high school students discover they possess
uncanny powers beyond their understanding. As they
learn to control their abilities, their darker sides begin
to take over.
Kyle Moore, a teenager unable to fit into his new
hometown, stumbles upon a magical app that causes
his social media updates to come true.

30/09/18

07:00:00 STATUS UPDATE
A psychic doctor works with an FBI special agent in
search of the serial killer Charles Ambrose, another
psychic.

30/09/18

08:50:00 SOLACE
A former boxer-turned-drug runner lands in a prison
battleground after a deal gets deadly.

30/09/18

10:35:00 BRAWL IN CELL BLOCK 99
A washed-up private security agent has to escort a
valuable Chinese antique out of Shanghai but is
ambushed en route.

30/09/18

12:50:00 S.M.A.R.T. CHASE
A family of undercover superheroes, while trying to
live the quiet suburban life, are forced into action to
save the world.

30/09/18

14:30:00 THE INCREDIBLES
A squadron of U.S. Marines becomes the last line of
defense against a global invasion.

30/09/18

16:30:00 BATTLE LOS ANGELES
A mass hysteria of unknown origins causes parents to
turn violently on their own kids.

30/09/18

18:30:00 MOM AND DAD
A former boxer and his estranged son teams up to
build and train a robot for the new high-tech sport of
robot boxing.

30/09/18

20:00:00 REAL STEEL
After being held captive in an Afghan cave, billionaire
engineer Tony Stark creates a unique weaponized suit
of armor to fight evil.

30/09/18

22:10:00 IRON MAN

